Technical Delegate’s Report

The following parts and parameters have been replaced / changed during the Parc Fermé yesterday and today:

**Mercedes:**

Car 63:  LHS front wheel nut retention device  
Rear wing blanking panel  
Gearbox hydraulic control manifold  
Parameter changes associated with the gearbox control manifold replacement

**McLaren Mercedes:**

Car 03:  RHS floor slat assembly  
LHS floor slat metallic tooth

**Williams Mercedes:**

Car 23:  LHS and RHS rear rim seals  
LHS rear hub seal  
LHS rear brake duct scoop  
RHS rear brake duct nozzle  
RHS rear brake duct exhaust panel  
RHS rear brake duct datum frame

All above parts have been replaced with the approval of the FIA technical delegate following a written request from the team concerned, this being in accordance with Article 40.3 of the 2022 Formula One Sporting Regulations.
Jo Bauer

The FIA Formula One Technical Delegate